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How Tia Lola Came To Visit Stay  

 

 

 

 

 

Read the vocabulary words and definitions. 

Find each word while reading the story. 

Vocabulary: 

1. affords: gives as an effect or a result; 

provides; yields 

2. colonel: a military rank below 

general 

3. glint: a gleam; flash 

4. lurking: hiding or moving about in a 

secret and sly manner 

5. palettes: thin boards, usually oval or 

oblong, with a thumb hole at one end, used by 

painters to lay and mix colors on 

6. quaint: strange or odd in an 

interesting, pleasing, or amusing way 

7. resemblance: similar appearance; 

likeness 
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Reading Homework 

How Tia Lola Came To Visit Stay  

Read pp. 690-705 

Answer the comprehension questions. 

1. What similarities do Tia and Colonel 
Charlebois have at the beginning of 
the story? _________________  
___________________________________________ 

__________________________________________ 

2. Circle a possible theme for this 
story. 

(a) Time and money are equally valuable. 

(b) Overly nice people do not have a lot of 
friends. 

(c) People’s outside features are just a 
glimpse of who they really are inside. 

3. How does Tia plan to help the 
colonel? _________________________________ 

____________________________________________
____________________________________________
____________________________________________ 

4.  How is the theme, “Even though 
people are from different backgrounds 
they can still have a good time 
together,” supported in this story? 
____________________________________ 

____________________________________________
____________________________________________
____________________________________________
____________________________________________ 
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